Apps for Autism
(Current apps available on the NLSEC Autism iPods)
Autism Apps

Behavior Tracker Pro

Grace Picture Exchange
for Non-Verbal People

iPrompts

Model Me Going Places

My Choice Board

Autism Apps is a comprehensive list
of apps that are being used with a
by people diagnosed with autism,
Down Syndrome and other
developmental disabilities. Autism
Apps links to extensive reviews of
the apps written by parents,
specialists and other users usually
from first-hand experiences.
Behavior Tracker Pro is an
iPhone/iPod Touch application that
allows BCBAs, behavioral therapists,
aides, teachers or parents to track
behaviors and graph them. The
application was specifically designed
to support the behavioral treatment
plans for children with Autism.
A simple picture exchange system
developed By and For non-verbal
people allowing the user to
communicate their needs by building
sentences from relevant images. It
can be customized by the individual
using their picture and photo
vocabulary with the user taking and
saving pictures independently to the
app.
iPrompts is a mobile, visual support
aid for the iPhone and iPod Touch.
This app provides several picturebased prompting tools (no voice
output) for caregivers to help
individuals transition from one
activity to the next, understand
upcoming events, make choices, and
focus on the task at hand.
Model Me Going Places™ is a great
visual teaching tool for helping your
child learn to navigate challenging
locations in the community. Each
location contains a photo slide show
of children modeling appropriate
behavior. 6 locations: Hairdresser,
Mall, Doctor, Playground, Grocery
Store, and Restaurant.
The primary purpose of MY CHOICE
BOARD is to present a visual display
of “choices” to those with limited
communication skills. This gives
individuals with Autism,
communication delays or learning
differences the opportunity to be
independent and express their own
specific needs and wants.
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No More Meltdowns

Autism 5-Point Safety
Scale

Awesome Note Lite

First Then Visual Schedule

Me Moves

iEarnedThat

This app follows Dr. Jed Baker’s 4step model for managing meltdowns.
Use this app to analyze data,
understand behavior patterns and
consult more detailed versions of
Dr. Baker’s prevention plans.
The autism help app assists
individuals with ASD to communicate
in emergency situations. Utilizing
the 5-point scale, individuals can
easily communicate their level of
anxiety and needs in a high stress
situation without the need to be
verbal.
This app helps users track daily
thoughts, schedules, and to-do’s.
notes can then be sent vi e-mail.

Notes:

This app is designed for caregivers
to provide positive behavior support
by providing a visual schedule. Visual
schedules serve to increase
independence and lower anxiety
during transitions.
Perform finger puzzles to the beat
of the music and watch as the
screen comes alive. Based on the
award-winning MeMoves DVD, the
MeMoves app can provide instant
calm and focus anywhere.
Turn any picture of a desired
reward into a 3-D interactive puzzle.
Set the goal and have your child
earn the reward one puzzle piece at
a time.

Notes:

Stories2Learn

This app comes preloaded with 12
social narratives. Users can quickly
create a story using pictures from
the child’s environment to increase
meaning and generalization of skills.

Time Timer

Time timer displays time using a
bright red disc that slowly
disappears as time elapses. You can
set it three different ways to help
improve productivity.
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